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Department of Physis, University of Tokyo, Hongo 7-3-1, 113-0033, Japan
Nanoribbons (nanographite ribbons) are arbon systems analogous to arbon nanotubes. We
haraterize a wide lass of nanoribbons by a set of two integers 〈p, q〉, and then dene the width
w in terms of p and q. Eletroni properties are explored for this lass of nanoribbons. Zigzag
(armhair) nanoribbons have similar eletroni properties to armhair (zigzag) nanotubes. The
band gap struture of nanoribbons exhibits a valley struture with stream-like sequenes of metalli
or almost metalli nanoribbons. These sequenes orrespond to equi-width urves indexed by w.
We reveal a peuliar dependene of the eletroni property of nanoribbons on the width w.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanometri arbon materials exhibit vari-
ous remarkable properties depending on their
geometry
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11
. In partiular, intensive
researh has been made on arbon nanotubes
3
in the last
deade. Carbon nanotubes are obtained by wrapping a
graphene sheet into a ylinder form. The large interest
enters their peuliar eletroni properties inherent to
quasi-one-dimensional systems.
A similarly fasinating arbon system is a stripe of
a graphene sheet named nanographite ribbons, graphene
ribbon or nanographene
12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19
. We all them
arbon nanoribbons in omparison with arbon nan-
otubes. They an be manufatured by deposition of nan-
otubes or diamonds
20,21,22,23
. Experimental studies have
begun only reently
24,25,26,27
. Nanoribbons have a higher
variety than nanotubes beause of the existene of edges.
Wide nanoribbons with zigzag edges have been argued to
possess the at band and show edge ferromagnetism
15
.
Though quite attrative materials, their too rih variety
has made it diult to arry out a systemati analysis of
arbon nanoribbons.
In this paper we make a new proposal to harater-
ize a wide lass of nanoribbons by a set of two integers
〈p, q〉 representing edge shape and width. The width
w is dened in terms of p and q. We present a sys-
temati analysis of their eletroni property in parallel
to that of nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes are regarded
as a periodi-boudary-ondition problem while arbon
nanoribbons are as a xed-boudary-ondition problem.
By alulating band gaps they are shown to exhibit a va-
riety of properties in eletroni ondution, from metals
to typial semiondutors. Several sequenes of metalli
or almost metalli (MAM) points are found in the valley
of semionduting nanoribbons. We reveal a peuliar de-
pendene of the eletroni property of nanoribbons on the
width w. For instane, these sequenes and equi-width
urves beome almost idential for wide nanoribbons. We
also point out that the distribution of van-Hove singular-
ities as a funtion of w shows a peuliar stripe pattern.
This paper is omposed as follows. In setion II we
haraterize a wide lass of nanoribbons by a set of two
integers 〈p, q〉 and introdue the width w. In setion
III, making a numerial study, we present an overview
of the band gap struture for this lass of nanoribbons.
In setion IV we ompare nanoribbons with nanotubes.
Zigzag nanoribbons, being indexed by 〈p, 0〉 with even
p, orrespond to armhair nanotubes; armhair nanorib-
bons, indexed by 〈p, 1〉 with odd p, orrespond to zigzag
nanotubes. In setion V we disuss sequenes of metalli
points developed in the valley of semionduting nanorib-
bons, where the metalli points on the prinipal se-
quene are derived analytially. In setion VI we ana-
lyze sequenes of MAM points more in detail. The n-
th sequene starts from the metalli armhair nanotube
〈3n − 1, 1〉. It approahes the equi-width urve with
w = n for wide nanoribbons. In setion VII we disuss
edge eets. We take into aount them in three ways:
the nonuniform site energy, the nonuniform transfer en-
ergy and the band lling fator.
FIG. 1: (a) A typial struture of nanoribbons. A solid ir-
le stands for a arbon atom with one pi eletron, while an
open irle for a dierent atom suh as a hydrogen. A losed
area represents a unit ell. It is possible to regard the lattie
made of solid irles as a part of a honeyomb lattie. (b) A
nanoribon is onstruted from a hain of m onneted arbon
hexagons, as depited in dark gray, and by translating this
hain by the translational vetor T = ±qa + b many times,
as depited in light gray, where q < m. A nanoribbon is in-
dexed by a set of two integers 〈p, q〉 with p = m− q. Here we
have taken m = 4, q = 2, p = 2.
2II. CLASSIFICATION OF CARBON
NANORIBBONS
A arbon nanoribbon is a one-dimensional aromati
ompound. We have illustrated a typial struture in
Fig.1(a). It onsists of arbon atoms of a honeyomb
struture. A arbon on the edge is terminated by a dif-
ferent atom suh as a hydrogen so that it has no dan-
gling bond. All arbon atoms are onneted by σ bonds
between sp
2
hybridized orbitals of 2s, 2px and 2py, pro-
viding with a framework of honeyomb lattie. On the
other hand, the pi bond is formed between two 2pz or-
bitals. The pi bands ross the Fermi energy, while the σ
bands are far away from it. Hene it is a good approxima-
tion to take into aount only pi eletrons to investigate
eletroni properties of nanoribbons. Eah arbon atom
has the omplete shell and there is one eletron per atom.
Embedding them into a honeyomb lattie [Fig.1(b)℄,
we lassify nanoribbons as follows. An arbitrary lattie
point on a honeyomb lattie is desribed by the lattie
vetor
R = xa + yb, (2.1)
where a and b are primitive lattie vetors while x and
y are integers [Fig.1(b)℄. First we take a basi hain of
m onneted arbon hexagons, as depited in dark gray.
Seond we translate this hain by the translational vetor
T = ±qa + b, (2.2)
as depited in light gray, where q is an arbitrary inte-
ger (q < m). Repeating this translation many times we
onstrut a nanoribbon indexed by a set of two integers
〈p, q〉, where p = m− q. In what follows we analyze the
lass of nanoribbons generated in this way.
The indies p and q speify the type of nanoribbons.
The ase with q = 0 represents a zigzag nanoribbon with
zigzag edge, while the ase with q = 1 represents an
armhair nanoribbon with armhair edge. The nanorib-
bons with 〈1, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉 and 〈2, 1〉 are known as polyaene,
polyphenanthrene and polyperynaphthalene
12,13,20,23,28
,
respetively [Fig.2℄.
We propose to dene the width of the nanoribbon by
w = 2m sin θ =
2 (p+ q)√
3 (2q + 1)
2
+ 9
, (2.3)
where θ is the angle between the basi hain and the
translational vetor,
tan θ =
√
3
2q + 1
, (2.4)
as in Fig.1(b). There is a freedom to normalized the
width. We have normalized the width of an armhair
nanoribbon indexed by (p, 1) to be
w =
p+ 1
3
(2.5)
FIG. 2: The geometri onguration of (a) the polyaene se-
ries having zigzag edges, (b) the polyphenanthrene series hav-
ing armhair edges, and () the polyperylene series having
armhair edges.
by the reason that beomes lear in Setion VI. Then, the
width of zigzag nanoribbons indexed by (p, 0) beomes
w =
p√
3
. (2.6)
The width of a nanoribbon orresponds to the diameter
of a nanotube. Though a nanoribbon is speied by two
integers, we expet that the eletroni property of wide
nanoribbons is mainly ontrolled by the width w.
The above lassiation rule is similar to that of
nanotubes based on the hiral vetor or the rolling
up vetor
10,11,29
, but it is learly dierent sine some
nanoribbons an not be rolled up into nanotubes. We dis-
uss the orrespondene between nanoribbons and nan-
otubes in Setion IV.
III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF
NANORIBBONS
We alulate the band struture of nanoribbons based
on the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model, whih
has been suessfully applied to the studies of arbon
nanotubes
10
.
The tight-binding Hamiltonian is dened by
H =
∑
i
εic
†
i ci +
∑
〈i,j〉
tijc
†
icj , (3.1)
where εi is the site energy, tij is the transfer energy, and
c†i is the reation operator of the pi eletron at the site
i. The summation is taken over the nearest neighbor
sites 〈i, j〉. In the ase of nanotubes, onstant values are
3taken for εi and tij owing to their homogeneous geomet-
rial onguration. Furthermore, sine there exists one
eletron per one arbon, the band-lling fator is 1/2.
In the ase of nanoribbons, on the ontrary, they would
be modied by the existene of the edges. (a) The site
energy would be modied by the dierene of eletroneg-
ativity of X, where X represents a dierent atom suh as
hydrogen. (b) The transfer energy would be modied by
a possible lattie distortion near the edge. () The band-
lling fator would be modied due to the dipole moment
of C-X bonds. It is our basi assumption that the arbon
nanoribbon an be analyzed based on this Hamiltonian
together with these three modiations.
It is onvenient to take a unit ell as shown in Fig.1(a).
There are (4q + 2p+ 2) arbon atoms in a unit ell of the
nanoribbon indexed by 〈p, q〉, as implies that the proper
funtions of the Hamiltonian H onsist of (4q + 2p+ 2)
Bloh wave funtions |ψi〉. We take overlap integrals as
〈ψj |ψi〉 = δij , (3.2)
where δij is Kroneker's delta. The pi bands of nanorib-
bon are derived from the Hamiltonian H (k; p, q) with
k the rystal momentum, whih is a (4q + 2p+ 2) ×
(4q + 2p+ 2) matrix. The band struture is determined
by
det [εI −H (k; p, q)] = 0, (3.3)
where I is a unit matrix due to the overlap integral.
Though the nanoribbon may have dierent values of
εi and tij for atoms on the edge from the others, as
we have remarked, the dierene is expeted to be quite
small. We rst neglet the dierene. Namely, we take
the transfer energy to be t between all the nearest neigh-
bor sites and otherwise to be 0. It is generally taken10
as t = −3.033eV. We also neglet the site energy term
in the Hamiltonian (3.1) by taking all the site energy εi
equal. We disuss how the gap struture is modied by
edge orretions in Setion VII.
We have solved the eigenvalue problem (3.3) numeri-
ally for ε. Typial band strutures are shown in Fig. 3.
As is seen in the gures, band strutures depend strongly
on the parity of q, but only weakly on p. We also nd the
following: (a) For metalli nanoribbons, the Fermi point
of even q is at k = pi, and that of odd q is at k = 0. (b)
For semionduting nanoribbons, the band gap minimum
of even q is at k = pi, and that of odd q is at k = 0.
As a main result we display an overview of the band
gap struture of nanoribbons in Fig. 4. Gapless states
(represented by blak squares) are metalli, and gapfull
states (represented by all other squares) are semion-
duting. There are a variety of semionduting nanorib-
bons from almost gapless ones (represented by dark gray
squares) to large gapfull ones (represented by light gray
squares). We observe learly three emergene patterns of
metalli points: (a) Metalli points 〈p, 0〉 for all p. (b)
Metalli points 〈p, 1〉 with p = 2, 5, 8, 11, · · · . () Several
sequenes of metalli points on "streams" in valleys. We
FIG. 3: The band struture of nanoribbons. The horizontal
axis is the rystal momentum k, −pi < k ≤ pi, while the
vertial axis is the energy ε, −3 |t| ≤ ε ≤ 3 |t| with |t| =
3.033eV. The band struture depends strongly on the index q
for xed p, but depends on the index p only weakly for xed
q.
disuss (a) and (b) in Setion IV, and () in Setions V
and VI.
IV. NANORIBBONS VERSUS NANOTUBES
It is observed that nanoribbons indexed by 〈p, 0〉 are
metalli for all p, whih are in the polyaene series with
zigzag edges [Fig. 2(a)℄. Nanoribbons indexed by 〈p, 1〉
with p = 2, 5, 8, 11, · · · are found to be also metalli,
whih have armhair edges [Fig. 2(b) and ()℄. This
series has period 3, as is a reminisene of the lassia-
tion rules familiar for nanotubes. The lassiation rule
says that a nanotube is metalli when n1−n2 is an inte-
ger multiple of 3, and otherwise semionduting, where
(n1, n2) is a hiral vetor of the nanotube.
Let us explore the orrespondenes more in detail.
There is a group of nanoribbons eah of whih is on-
struted as a development of a nanotube by utting it
along the translational vetor. For example, a zigzag
nanoribbon (q = 0) with even p may be regarded as a
development of the armhair nanotube whose hiral ve-
tor is (p/2, p/2). All zigzag nanoribbons are metalli, as
4FIG. 4: The band gap struture of nanoribbons. (a) The
horizontal and vertial axes represent the indies p and q,
respetively. Magnitudes of band gaps are represented by gray
squares. Dark (light) gray squares represent small (large) gap
semiondutors. Espeially, metalli states are represented by
blak squares. (b) A bird's eye view. The vertial axis is the
energy gap ∆ in unit of |t| = 3.033eV. Nanoribbons make a
valley struture with stream-like sequenes of metalli points
in the pq plane.
orresponds to the fat that all armhair nanotubes are
metalli. As another example, an armhair nanoribbon
(q = 1) with odd p may be regarded as a development of
a zigzag nanotube whose hiral vetor is ((p+ 1) /2, 0).
Armhair nanoribbons are metalli with period of 3, as
orresponds to the fat that metalli zigzag nanotubes
emerge by period of 3.
The orrespondene between these metalli points may
be explained by the absene of spiral urrents in arbon
nanotubes. Namely, urrents owing along the axis of
nanotubes are not aeted by utting along the axis.
There is no diret orrespondene between hiral nan-
otubes and nanoribbons for q ≥ 2.
V. SEQUENCE OF METALLIC NANORIBBONS
It is remarkable that there are new series of disrete
metalli points on one-dimensional urves in Fig.4. These
urves look like streams in valleys. The prominent ones
are at 〈1, 0〉, 〈2, 1〉, 〈3, 3〉, 〈4, 6〉, 〈5, 10〉, 〈6, 15〉, · · · . We
regard them to form the prinipal sequene of metalli
points of nanoribbons. There are also sequenes of metal-
li points on higher urves.
We are able to derive the prinipal sequene analyti-
ally. We start with the observation that the density of
states at the Fermi energy isD(ε
F
) 6= 0, if the band stru-
ture of nanoribbons are gapless; otherwise, D(ε
F
) = 0.
This follows from the reetion symmetry around ε = 0
and the existene of one eletron per one atom. The re-
etion symmetry is due to a bipartite lattie struture
of graphite
30
. Consequently, to investigate the metalli
points, it is enough to analyze
det [H (k; p, q)] = 0. (5.1)
We have D(ε
F
) 6= 0 if this equation has a solution, and
the nanoribbon is gapless; otherwise it is gapfull. We nd
simple strutures at q = 0 and for q ≥ p− 1.
At q = 0, the determinant (5.1) is expliitly alulated
as
det [H (k; p, 0)] = (−1)p+1 t2p+2
(
2 cos
k
2
)2p+2
. (5.2)
It vanishes for any p at k = pi. Beause of this, every
zigzag nanoribbon is metalli. It follows that
lim
p→∞
det [H (k; p, 0)]
{
= 0 2pi3 < |k| ≤ pi6= 0 |k| ≤ 2pi3
. (5.3)
We have thus veried analytially that the at band
emerges for
2pi
3 < |k| ≤ pi when the width of nanorib-
bons is wide enough, as onrms a previous numerial
result
15
, where the at band has been argued to lead to
edge ferromagnetism.
For q = 1 and p = 3n− 1 with integer n, the determi-
nant (5.1) has a fator suh that
det [H (k; p, 0)] ∝ sin2 k
2
, (5.4)
and the nanoribbon is found to be gapless at k = 0.
For q ≥ p− 1, the determinant (5.1) is alulated as
t−(4q+2p+2) (−1)p+1 det [H (k; p, q)]
=p (p+ 1) cos 2k
+ (−1)q (p2 + p+ 2) (p+ q + 1) cos k
+ (p+ q + 1)
2
+
p2 (p+ 1)
2
4
+ 1. (5.5)
We an prove that det [H (k; p, q)] = 0 for a ertain k
provided that
q =
p (p− 1)
2
. (5.6)
5Nanoribbons are metalli on the points 〈p, q〉 with inte-
gers p and q with (5.6). They onstitute the prinipal
sequene of metalli points.
It is hard to solve det [H (k; p, q)] = 0 analytially for
q < p − 1, though the existene of solutions is lear by
numerial analysis as in Fig.4(a). In this gure there
are only three metalli points; the two points are 〈7, 2〉
and 〈22, 11〉 on the seond sequene, and the last point
is 〈30, 8〉 on the third sequene.
Metalli points on higher sequenes are quite urious
in this respet. We annot tell how they arise system-
atially. However, it may be useless to make eorts to
distinguish between metalli and tiny-gap semiondu-
tor too seriously, sine the simple tight-binding model
we have used will not be aurate enough to predit
ompletely vanishing band gaps. Nevertheless the val-
ley struture with several "streams" will be a signiant
feature. Hene it is more interesting how the sequenes
made of MAM (metalli or almost metalli) points are
loated in valleys.
VI. WIDTH-DEPENDENCE OF
NANORIBBONS
We have dened the width w of a nanoribbon by the
formula (2.3). We now argue that the sequenes of MAM
points are indexed by this width.
FIG. 5: The band gaps∆ in unit of |t| = 3.033eV as a funtion
of the width w. The band gap behaves inversely to w. Band
gaps take loal minima almost at the same values of the width
w for any q.
First, in Fig.5 we have depited the band gap as a
funtion of the width w for eah xed value of q. The
band gap behaves inversely to w. This reminds us that
the band gap of a arbon nanotube is inverse proportion
to the radius. The harateristi feature is that all band
gaps with dierent q take loal minima almost at the
same values of width w, w = 1, 2, 3, · · · . It indiates that
nanoribbons with similar width share qualitatively the
same eletroni property. The rst loal minimum orre-
sponds to the prinipal sequene, whih may be regarded
as an extension of the armhair nanoribbon indexed by
〈2, 1〉. In the same way the n-th sequene may be re-
garded as an extension of the armhair nanoribbon with
〈3n− 1, 1〉.
FIG. 6: Illustration of metalli points, sequenes and equi-
width urves. Metalli points are denoted by solid irles.
Solid urves represent sequenes of MAM points, while dotted
urves represent the points 〈p, q〉 possessing the same width.
The n-th sequne is tangent to the equi-width urve with
w = n at q = 1. These two urves beome almost idential
for suiently wide nanoribbons.
FIG. 7: The density of state (DOS) of the 〈1, 0〉 nanoribbon.
The horizontal axis is the energy ε. There are many van-Hove
singularity beause of one-dimensional struture of nanorib-
bon.
Solving eq.(2.3) for p, we have
p = −q + w
2
√
3 (2q + 1)
2
+ 9. (6.1)
In Fig.6 we show the urves desribed by this equation
and the sequenes of MAM points. It is observed that
the n-th sequene is almost tangent to the equi-width
urve with w = n at q = 1. We are able to assoiate
the sequenes with the equi-width urves in this way.
These two urves beome almost idential for suiently
wide nanoribbons. This result may be understood as
follows. In the ase of a ontinuous ribbon with no lat-
tie struture, the only parameter is the width and the
eletroni property is determined by this parameter. We
present another indiation that the width w is an inter-
esting parameter. We alulate the density of state of an
arbitrary 〈p, q〉 nanoribbon numerially [Fig.7℄. There
6are many van-Hove singularities just as in nanotubes be-
ause nanoribbons are also one-dimensional ompounds.
The global struture of the density of state is determined
by van-Hove singularities. These peaks an be measured
experimentally by Raman sattering
7,24,31,32
.
FIG. 8: Plot of van-Hove singularities in the w-ε plane. For
a given 〈p, q〉 nanoribbon, we alulate the width w and the
energies ε at whih van-Hove singularities develop. We have
plotted the points (w, ε) for q = 1, 2, 3, 4 and for all p in the
region w ≤ 3. A stripe pattern is manifest.
We alulate the energies ε at whih van-Hove singu-
larities develop due to the loal band atness at k = 0 for
various 〈p, q〉 nanoribbons. Note that the optial absorp-
tion is dominant at k = 0 beause the dispersion relation
ε = ck with c the light veloity. On the other hand the
width w is determined by p and q as in (2.3). We show
the energy ε of this peak as a funtion of w in Fig.8.
A peuliar stripe pattern is manifest there. In partiu-
lar, the maximum and minimum values take almost the
same values ±3 |t|, reeting the eletroni property of
a graphite
10
. The fat that there are on smooth urves
justify a physial meaning of the width w. This stripe
pattern would be aessible experimentally by way of Ra-
man sattering.
VII. EDGE CORRECTIONS
We nally study how the gap struture is modied by
the existene of edges in a arbon nanoribbon. All arbon
atoms in a arbon nanotube are equivalent in the sense
that eah of them is always surrounded by three arbon
atoms. In ontrast, this is not the ase for a nanorib-
bon, where a arbon on the edge has less neighboring
arbon atoms. The presene of C-X bonds introdues
arbon atoms on edge with a dierent nature. We as-
sume that the edge eets an be taken into aount by
modifying the band-lling fator, the transfer energy tij
and the site-energy εi in the Hamiltonian (3.1). We take
tij = tedge and εi = εedge for those assoiated with edge
arbons, and tij = tbulk and εi = εbulk for bulk arbons
[Fig.9℄.
FIG. 9: Illustraion of edge arbons and bulk arbons. A gray
irle denotes an edge arbon onneted by two arbons and a
hydrogen. A blak irle denotes a bulk arbon onneted by
three arbons. The energy and the transfer energy assoiated
with edge arbons are set to be ε
edge
and t
edge
, respetively.
Hydrogen atoms are omitted in this gure.
First, the band-lling fator is aeted by the dipole
moment of C-X bonds. The hange of eletron number is
given at most by the number of C-X bonds and is small
for wide nanoribbons. This eet does not modify the
band struture, but only hanges the oupany of the
band. As a result, semionduting nanoribbons tend to
beome metalli nanoribbons.
Seond, the transfer energy is aeted by the hange
of the distane between two arbons near the edge. The
distortion does not break the inversion symmetry of the
band struture. Realulating the band struture of var-
ious nanoribbons, we have found that the dierene is
hardly reognizable. We show the band struture of the
〈5, 0〉 nanoribbon in Fig.10, assuming a large orretion
suh that t
edge
= 0.7t
bulk
to make the dierene reog-
nizable.
FIG. 10: (a) The original band struture of the 〈5, 0〉 nanorib-
bon. (a') The band struture of the nanoribbon with the
hoie of t
edge
= 0.7t
bulk
. The dierene is hardly reogniz-
able.
Finally, the site energy is aeted by the dierene
of eletronegativity of X. The eet is expeted to be
also very small beause the site energy of pi eletrons is
mainly determined by arbon atoms. It breaks the in-
version symmetry beause the lattie of arbon atoms
annot be resolved into two sublatties any more
30
. For
this reason the Fermi energy is moved from ε
bulk
= 0.
The realulated band struture of zigzag and armhair
7FIG. 11: (a) and (b); The original band strutures of the 〈5, 0〉
and 〈2, 1〉 nanoribbons. (a') and (b'); The band strutures of
the nanoribbon with the hoie of ε
edge
= ε
bulk
+ 0.3t. The
inversion symmetry is broken and the Fermi energy is slightly
moved from ε
bulk
= 0.
nanoribbons is given by assuming a large hoie of the
edge orretion, ε
edge
= ε
bulk
+0.3t, in Fig.11. The mod-
iation is small as expeted, though some of metalli
armhair nanoribbons beome semionduting.
In general the transfer-energy orretion must be
smaller than the site-energy orretion beause the for-
mer is due to a strutural distortion while the latter is
due to the eletronegativity. The transfer-energy orre-
tion will be negative by onsidering the expansion eet
near the surfae. On the other hand, the site-energy
orretion will be positive or negative if the relative ele-
tronegativity of the edge atoms is positive or negative.
We present an overview of the band gap struture of
various 〈p, q〉 nanoribbons with the edge orretions by
making a hoie of ε
edge
= ε
bulk
+ 0.05t and t
edge
=
0.99t
bulk
in Fig.12, and by making a hoie of ε
edge
=
ε
bulk
+ 0.10t and t
edge
= 0.95t
bulk
in Fig.13. Comparing
them with Fig.4, some features of edge eets are mani-
fest: (A) The valley struture with stream-like sequenes
remains as they are. (B) All zigzag nanoribbons remains
gapless. (C) Armhair nanoribbons are most strongly af-
feted. (D) Edge eets are negligible for wide nanorib-
bons.
VIII. DISCUSSION
We have systematially studied and presented a gross
view of the eletroni property for a wide lass of arbon
nanoribbons. They exhibit a rih variety of band gaps,
from metals to typial semiondutors. Zigzag and arm-
hair nanoribbons have eletroni properties similar to
nanotubes, but other nanoribbons are quite dierent. It
is remarkable that there exist sequenes of metalli or al-
most metalli nanoribbons whih look like streams in val-
ley made of semiondutors. They approah equi-width
urves for wide nanoribbons. We have revealed a pe-
FIG. 12: The band gap struture of nanoribbons with the
edge orretion ε
edge
= ε
bulk
+ 0.05t and t
edge
= 0.99t
bulk
.
See Fig.4 for other details. Nanoribbons make a valley stru-
ture with stream-like sequenes of almost metalli points in
the pq plane. Zigzag nanoribbons remains gapless. Armhair
nanoribbons are most strongly aeted by edge orretions.
uliar dependene of the eletroni property of nanorib-
bons on the width w. These harateristi features are
not aeted strongly by edge orretions even for narrow
nanoribbons.
In our analysis we have employed the nearest-neighbor
tight-binding model. It is worthwhile to alulate band
gaps by more rigorous methods suh as a density-
funtional theory
33,34,35,36
. It is interesting to examine
whether metalli points on the sequenes we have dis-
overed remain gapless in these alulations. We also
note that edge orretions have been alulated by a
tight binding density-funtional method in several ases
for other materials
37,38,39,40,41
. Needless to say it is
an extremely hard task to arry out these alulations
and pratially impossible to make a systemati analysis
based on them. Our results on the eletroni property
of arbon nanoribbons will be useful as a guidepost for
8FIG. 13: The band gap struture of nanoribbons with the
edge orretion ε
edge
= ε
bulk
+ 0.10t and t
edge
= 0.95t
bulk
.
See Fig.4 for other details. Nanoribbons make a valley stru-
ture with stream-like sequenes of almost metalli points in
the pq plane. Zigzag nanoribbons remains gapless. Armhair
nanoribbons are most strongly aeted by edge orretions.
those advaned studies.
In passing, we remark that experimental studies of
nanoribbons are just in the beginning stage
24,25,26
in
omparison with the study of nanotubes. This may
be due to a diulty of manufaturing and seleting
good samples, but the reent tehnial developing will
soon solve this problem. The band gap study of various
nanoribbons presented in this paper may be a basi step
for various appliation of arbon nanoribbons.
The author is very thankful to Professors H. Aoki and
R. Saito for various stimulating disussions.
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